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IV. AwarenessIV. AwarenessI. PoliciesI. Policies II. ProceduresII. Procedures III. MonitoringIII. Monitoring

1. Policies created

3. Policies adopted 4. Procedures 
ordered

2. Work affirmed
5. Operations (Ops) 

mandates 
communicated

6. High-level policy-
compliant ops 

procedures 
diagrammed

7a. Full procedure 
documents created 
&/or modified until 

approved

7b. Ops procedures 
reviewed & changes 

ordered until 
approvable

8. Ops procedures 
affirmed

9. Ops monitoring 
tools & compliance 
evidence artifacts 

defined

10. Monitoring tools 
created & 

compliance 
evidence maintained

Ideally, thought would be given to what monitoring tools are most appropriate 
while the procedure creation/improvement phase is going on, or even during the 

policy creation/improvement phase.

Independent audit 
procedures created

11. Self-audit 
procedures created

12a. Employee 
training content 

created & modified 
until approved 

12b. Ops training 
reviewed & changes 

ordered until 
approvable

13. Ops training 
delivery assistance 

provided

14. Employee 
training content 

delivered

The employee awareness, education and 
training content that comes into play here is on 

the employee role in the actual operations 
procedures that fulfill the compliance policies 

(and not necessarily all their job procedures). As 
such, this becomes a form of department- or 

even role-based training that comes after other 
basic employee awareness training.

This audit process reference is independent of both the front-
line business operations (ops) and the internal compliance 

management function, and in fact could come from the 
existing general board-level audit process.

Dotted line to internal self-audit procedures for ops 
monitoring indicates that board-level governance serves a 
consultative role in helping ops teams define self-audits.
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• The diagram provides a high-level overview of the whole approach to implementing a new compliance program, including 
the phases from:
• Policies – Creation and adoption of all the necessary policy language (under the presumption conditions below).
• Procedures – Executive orders given to operations (ops) teams to create and strengthen the needed procedure 

documents that describe how to fulfill the policy requirements, compliance management assistance to ops teams 
through completion, and approval of the procedures by executive leadership.

• Monitoring – compliance management guidance provided to ops teams on how to create and implement ways to 
monitor their procedures to ensure compliance, and how to create and maintain evidence of compliance. Board-level 
audit to define general independent compliance program audit procedures and assist ops teams on defining self-audit 
procedures for each policy requirement.

• Awareness – Appropriate education/training content creation and delivery.

• The compliance lifecycle is iterative and this diagram represents the first iteration of that lifecycle. Once all these phases 
have completed, the cycle begins again, and activities in each phase will be going on at any given time, due to many different 
drivers for correcting errors, accounting for changes in operations or compliance requirements, and changes in staff.

• The norm is that any given document in the compliance program would be reviewed on at least an annual basis and that 
review, as well as other interim changes to the documents, should be captured in a document change and approval history 
within each document.

• This approach is just for the foundational implementation of the program. As soon as that foundation is built, it would be 
necessary to prepare for evolving to more mature risk management and flesh out the iterative aspects of managing the 
program, including regular review of documentation, carrying out the actual internal audits, conducting external 
assessments, and whether to seek any kind of external certification of the program.

• In environments where a compliance program already exists, this approach is still advised; however, it is wise to evaluate the 
existing components to close gaps and make improvements before adding new functions, such as moving from a policy-only 
program to adding actual compliance-targeted ops procedures, or evolving from a policy-and-procedure-only program to 
creation of formal compliance monitoring.

• This diagram presumes that a formal driving impulse for the program has been acknowledged and documented. Ideally, 
where formal compliance oversight exists already, this implementation project would be addressed formally within that. 
Where there is no existing governance structure that can be applied to this implementation, some form of governance 
charter for the project or program should be the first step prior to following this model.
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